
 Since its launch in May 2014, CodeMonkey has
 introduced computer science skills through game based
 learning to over 25 million students worldwide. It has
 since been and continues to be adopted by national
 governments, districts and thousands of schools as the
primary coding curriculum of choice.

 CodeMonkey’s courses are designed to maximize
 engagement and user experience to introduce students
 to foundational computer programming skills.
 CodeMonkey’s product teaches real programming
 languages in a method that is scalable for all levels of
 learning. It offers a turnkey solution for educators
 including basic training, management and reporting
 tools, automatic grading and detailed tutorials. For
 students, the product offers high engagement game
 based learning and tailored optimal real-time feedback
 through a unique blend of AI, pedagogy, and game
design.

 
 

EQUIPPING LEARNERS 
FOR THE FUTURE

WRITE CODE. CATCH BANANAS. SAVE THE WORLD.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Kelsey P., Eleanor Van Gelder School, NJ

Cristina B., Alum Rock School District, CA

PLAYCODEMONKEY.COM

www.codemonkey.com

AWARDS AND ACCLAIM

 In addition to block-based coding, CodeMonkey offers a
 variety of courses that teach text-based coding, so
 students learn to program like a real developer. From
 CoffeeScript to Python, students get the coding
 experience they need to then develop their own games,
 apps and programs.

 REAL PROGRAMMING &
K8 CURRICULUM

 CodeMonkey offers educational resources suitable for
 different grades and levels of experience. From a block
 based beginner course like CodeMonkey Jr. to a more
 advanced python course like Coding Chatbots, students
 are guided every step of the learning process and with
 the teacher resources teachers feel empowered to teach
   coding.

 CodeMonkeys has been featured on leading
 educational platforms including code.org and
 EdSurge and is an official member of the CS4All
 consortium. Since 2019 CodeMonkey has been part
 of the world's largest public education group
 NYSE:TAL. CodeMonkey won a variety of awards and
 competitions over since its inception. Notable
 achievements competitions include, the Milken-Penn
 Education competition, the Credit Suisse High Tech
 Forum competition, NOAH London Startups
 competition. It’s most notable awards include: FETC,
 Codie, Edtech Review, Edtech breakthrough awards,
parent choices and more.
 
 CodeMonkey’s product and company were featured
 on Forbes, Wired, ProductHunt, and acclaimed by
Common Sense Education, IDC Research and more.

K-8 CURRICULUM

“In a market filled with lots of great
code-learning games and sites, CodeMonkey
stands out”

Common Sense Education

If you are interested in more 
information or a short-term Pilot to 
try out CodeMonkey, contact us at
i n f o @ c o d e m o n k e y . c o m

 CodeMonkey is a leading, fun and intuitive curriculum
 for kids to learn coding. Through game-based and
 project-based courses, students as young as 5 use both
 block-based & text-based programming to solve puzzles
 and build their own games and and puzzles fostering
 real world skills like collaboration, problem-solving and
 communication. CodeMonkey does not require prior
 coding experience to begin teaching. It is designed for
use within schools, home and extracurricular initiatives.

 CodeMonkey’s efforts in spreading  its coding
 curriculum and platform globally is complimented by a
 partner network of educational institutions and resellers
 across a variety of countries supporting CodeMonkey to
 promote and localize its offering. The partner efforts
 include Learning.com in the United States, Library Force
 in South-East Asian countries, Junior Engineers in
 Australia, J21 Corporation in Japan, NYSE:TAL in China,
 Cambridge Education in India, Natur & Kultur in Sweden
and more.

WORLDWIDE PRESENCE

 CodeMonkey maintains a strong relationship with
 Google, Microsoft, Nearpod, Clever and Code.org, with
 integration of its products to better streamline the
   experience for its user base.

“CodeMonkey has been an amazing addition to my 
classroom throughout the last year. My students 
developed tons of confidence in coding thanks to 
CodeMonkey's engaging game-like platform.”

“Awesome! I used CodeMonkey in class, and I heard 
nothing but laughter and excitement from the kids!”


